
More than 36 per cent (680,000) of 
registered companies in India have “closed” down as per 
the latest numbers provided by the ministry of corporate 
affairs (MCA) in Parliament. There are around 1.9 
million companies registered with the government, the 
data shows. Jul 30, 2019

Stores across the United States continue to close. Less 
than halfway through April, American retailers have 
announced plans this year to shut 5,994 stores, exceeding 
the 5,854 announced in all of 2018, according to data from 
Core sight Research. Apr 12, 2019



Internal & Confidential

Re-inventing operational 
excellence to achieve 

innovation



Introduction

Operational excellence OpEx is a mindset, not a methodology. It is the 
continues searching for finding ways to improve performance and profitability. 

It is not a goal or destination it is a journey where you continuously   improving your 
product design , production process and productivity, costumers satisfaction rise and your 

business grow

The world is more connected and fast-paced than it has ever been, and the future of OpEx
for manufacturing is not a process of productivity, efficiency, and standardization. 

It is a concepts of growth, innovation, and customization.

Then OpEx is not enough with the increase of competition, rising customer expectations 
and needs, expanding markets, and the build up of rules and regulations 



The Need for Transitioning from OpEx. to 
operational innovation, Why and How? 

v Most industries today are struggling with low-growth, where operational 

improvement is not enough to win the game, The only way to get and stay 

ahead of competitors is by executing in a totally different way—that is, through 

operational innovation.

v Acquiring new clients is more costly and difficult , focusing on the existing 

ones is more profitable 

v F&B industries in particularly, are constantly face combination  pressure around 

Cost, quality, production efficiency and rules and regulations.



Top Pressures challenging 
Food and Beverage



The Need for Transitioning from OpEx. to 
operational innovation, Why and How? 

However some companies shows excellent example of growth: 

v Progressive Insurance ranked one of the best insurance companies in the world, 

it grows from $1.3B in sales to $9.5B in 13 years(1991 to 2002)

v Progressive Insurance outoperated its competitors by offering lower prices and 

better service than its rivals by operational innovation through introducing  what 

it calls Immediate Response claims handling

v Wal-Mart is another good example, went from $44 million in sales to $44 billion 

in 20 years (1972-1992) through many good innovation as: Cross-docking, in 

which goods trucked to a distribution center from suppliers - without ever being 

placed into storage



The Need for Transitioning from OpEx. to 
operational innovation, Why and How? 

The only way to grow is to take market share from competitors through 
operating at lower costs that can be turned into lower prices and by 
providing extraordinary levels of quality and service.



How to Reinventing  the  business 
strategy to enable innovation

A successful company should focus to find ways to create value for customers CPV. It 
is not possible to invent or reinvent a business model without first identifying a clear 
customer value.
It all should start by understanding the current business model. Successful companies 
already operate according to a business model that can be broken down into four 
elements:

1- Customer value proposition — create Value for the customer, something that 
solve his problem or satisfy his need in a better way than anything competitors offer.
2- Profit formula — that which lays out how the company makes money by 
delivering the Customer value proposition.
3- Resources — what the company needs to deliver that proposition, such as 
technology, products, people, equipment, and so on.
4- Processes — operational and managerial processes required to leverage those 
resources, such as training and manufacturing, that allow companies to deliver value 
in a way they can successfully repeat and increase in scale



key challenges in moving into operational 
innovation

As mentioned,  industries are constantly face 
combination  pressure around Cost, quality, production 
efficiency and rules and regulations. Every change in 
the market affects how a company operates and 
performs, often dramatically.



key challenges
Many of these challenges were addressed by the most progressive leaders in the industry at the Business 
Transformation & Operational Excellence World Summit & Industry Awards (BTOES18)

1- Rethinking operations end-to-end, incorporating digitalization / new advance technologies along the whole value chain.
2- Adapting and embracing new technologies and the new business models.
3- Cultural Transformation and creating a culture of Operational Excellence and Innovation.
4- Implementing effective Change Management programs.
5- Driving Corporate Culture Change and How to build and transform Organizational Culture.
6- Leadership Understanding, Buy-In, Support and Sponsorship from all Leaders is critical. Operational 7- Excellence needs commitment; 
resources and this cannot be optional.
8- Sustaining a Continuous Improvement Culture (Key to this is Leadership Buy-In)
9- Achieving an Enterprise-Wide Operational Excellence Strategy
10 - End-to-end business transformation, with all departments’ processes working in unison at scale to aligned goals and priorities.
11- Keeping up with new technologies, relative value relevance, and the creation of new opportunities. AI, Robotic Process Automation, 
Machine Learning, IOT, Cloud Computing, Big Data, Data Analytics, Advanced Robotics, 3D Printing, Mobile Applications are just some 
of the technology shifts.
12- Integrating New Advanced Technologies
13- Acquiring and managing start-ups
14- Changing Customer Demands & Channels
15- Building New Competitive Advantages.
16- Integrating CI methodologies personalized to the organization.
17- Ensuring initiatives are aligned with key strategic priorities, across the organization.
18- Failure to innovate fast enough.
19- Building a culture of innovation & agile mind-set.
20- Changing Workforce, Millennial Generation, Freelance Culture, & Open Innovation.
21- Customer Experience Excellence in a less high touch environment.



key challenges

1- Being comfortable with past success and resting on their laurels, companies discover too late 
that they have lost their market position altogether to competitors and external forces.
One of  the biggest traps is imagining that success is a permanent condition. 
2- Failure to innovate fast enough: Poor speed to market due to continuously searching for 
perfection. It’s this balance between large corporate vs Start up project rollout.( Starwood Is the 
first global company to launch keyless check in using smartphones or the Apple Watch). 
***Rupert Murdoch said, “Big will not beat small anymore. It will be fast beating the slow.”
3- Becoming demotivated when the innovation concept gets stuck in Red Tape. 
4- Cultural Transformation and creating a culture of Operational Excellence and Innovation
5- Getting Implementation Right : Companies that follow traditional implementation 
methodologies inevitably take too long. don't assumes that the initial specifications for an 
operational innovation will be accurate and complete. In reality, they will be neither. Ideas that 
look good on paper don’t always work as well in practice.



Innovation Examples 



Al Rabie experience KSA

Timestamp
Employee ID # // يفیظولا مقرلا 
Name // مسالا
Position or Job Title //  يفیظولا ىمسملا
Division // عاطقلا
Area proposed for improvement

Brief description of the current SITUATION, CONDITION, 
METHOD, or PROCEDURE to be improved 

Specific description of the proposed improvement and how it 
will be implemented
Specific benefits to the Company if proposed improvement is 
implemented
Suggestion will result in savings due to changes in
If money will be saved or generated, please provide estimated 
specific cost saving figures



- 29 ideas received   
- 5 chosen and executed
- 3 Rewarded 



Agthia Example UAE

Agthia in their new technology packing center at Al Ain, they took the 
following three trends as the main firm innovation strategy 

1- REDUCE the amount of packaging  that is currently used by moving 
from single use packaging to multi use.

2- MINIMIZE food waste  by improving packaging to extend the shelf life 
of the food to manage the amount of food that is being wasted today.

3- The packaging should be SUSTAINABLE, targeting to reach 100% 
recyclable packaging 



STANDARD PRODUCTS SPECIAL PRODUCTS MORE THAN JUICE…

Citrosuco Example
INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

Orange NFC

Concentrated 
OJ

COJ and NFC + 
Cells

Special Orange 
Varieties

Low Calorie OJ
(Final Development Stage)

Low Acid OJ

Value Products

Clear OJ / ULP

Orange Puree
(Final Development Stage

Orange 
Smoothie
Oil and 
Essences
Orange 
Emulsion

Fiber Puree 
(Final Development Stage)

Dry Fiber
(Final Development Stage)



MORE 
THAN 
JUICE

Orange NFCConcentrated 
OJ

COJ and NFC + 
Cells

Special Orange 
Varieties

Low Calorie OJ)

Low Acid OJ

Value Products

Clear OJ / ULP

Orange Puree

Orange 
Smoothie
Oil and 
Essences

Orange 
Emulsion

Fiber Puree

Dry Fiber

Citrosuco Innovation Example



LuckIn Coffee 

New Chinese coffee company , expanding dramatically in short time due 
to innovational concept 
Investment grow from 20M$ to 200M$ In 2 years and 3000 branch in 
China 
- Innovation: No Cashier in 70% of their branches ( Fast, convenient, 

less man interact ) 
- Innovation: reduce the steps between thinking of having coffee and 

having it ( only 3 clicks )
- This enable them to reduce their price Vs. the main competitor by big 

time 





Closing

Operational innovation is much different than OpEx. and much more powerful. 

Operational excellence deals with achieving high performance through existing processes 
and procedures by reducing errors, eliminating wasteful steps, etc. 

Innovation focus on new ideas process that increase the CVP , reduce cost and improve the 
quality 

Operational Innovation moves a company to an entirely new level. Therefore companies 
should strive to make operational innovation not an extraordinary project but a way of life.

Thank you 


